This paper extends the Madelung-Bohm formulation of quantum mechanics to describe the time-reversible interaction of classical and quantum systems. The symplectic geometry of the Madelung transform leads to identifying hybrid classical-quantum Lagrangian paths extending the Bohmian trajectories from standard quantum theory. As the classical symplectic form is no longer preserved, the nontrivial evolution of the Poincaré integral is presented explicitly. Nevertheless, the classical phase-space components of the hybrid Bohmian trajectory identify a Hamiltonian flow parameterized by the quantum coordinate and this flow is associated to the motion of the classical subsystem. In addition, the continuity equation of the joint classical-quantum density is presented explicitly. While the von Neumann density operator of the quantum subsystem is always positive-definite by construction, the hybrid density is generally allowed to be unsigned. However, the paper concludes by presenting an infinite family of hybrid Hamiltonians whose corresponding evolution preserves the sign of the probability density for the classical subsystem.
Introduction
This paper deals with the dynamics of coupled classical and quantum degrees of freedom. This topic has been attracting much attention, since the early speculations on the role of the classical apparatus in the theory of quantum measurement [54, 58] . In the usual approaches, one starts with a full quantum treatment for all degrees of freedom and then takes the semiclassical limit on some of them. Over the decades, this approach has led to several models differing in the way the semiclassical limit is performed. On the other hand, the alternative approach followed in the present work seeks a mathematically consistent description of hybrid classical-quantum systems that are not necessarily the limit of a fully quantum theory. In other words, classical motion is not regarded in this framework as an approximation of quantum mechanics. While this construction has led to the celebrated classical-quantum Liouville equation [1, 10, 22] (of current use in chemical physics [30] ), the latter suffers from the essential drawback of not possessing a Hamiltonian structure. Other such hybrid theories [18, 45] also suffer from the same difficulty. In some cases, interpretational issues have also emerged [3, 44] and this has led some to exclude the possibility of a mathematically and physically consistent theory of classical-quantum coupling [46, 47] .
then ρ = |Ψ| 2 satisfies the Liouville equation ∂ t ρ = {H, ρ} from classical mechanics. Here, H is the Hamiltonian function, { , } denotes the canonical Poisson bracket, while the Hermitian operator L H is often called the Liouvillian. The KvN equation has been rediscovered in several instances [17, 50] and it has been attracting some attention in recent years [6, 23, 33, 40, 53, 59] . For a broad review of general applications of Koopman operators, see also [11] .
Based on the KvN construction, Sudarshan's theory invoked special superselection rules for physical consistency purposes. In turn, these superselection rules lead to interpretative problems which resulted in Sudarshan's work being overly criticized [3, 44, 46, 49] .
Koopman-van Hove wavefunctions
As shown in recent work [7] , the standard KvN theory fails to comprise the dynamics of classical phases and therefore it is somewhat incomplete. Indeed, it is evident that the KvN wavefunction in (1.1) is only defined up to phase functions so that Ψ can be simply chosen to be real-valued. Over the years, phase factors have been suitably added to the standard KvN equation [6, 33] , which was also related to van Hove's work in prequantization [29, 10] . More particularly, equivalent variants of the equation
made their first appearance in Kostant's work [35] from 1972 (see also [25] ) under the name of "prequantized Schrödinger equation". One recognizes that the phase term appearing in parenthesis identifies the phase-space expression of the Lagrangian. Only very recently it was shown [7] that this phase factor determines nontrivial contributions to the definition of the Liouville probability density, whose expression reads as follows:
where the bar symbol is used to denote complex conjugation. This result was found by applying standard momentum map methods in Geometric Mechanics to van Hove's prequantization theory. Inspired by Kirillov [32] , in [7] the resulting construction was referred to as the Koopman-van Hove (KvH) formulation of classical mechanics. Entirely based on prequantization, this theory allows the systematic application of geometric quantization [36] . Then, a hybrid classical-quantum theory was found in [7] by starting with the KvH equation for a two-particle wavefunction Ψ(q, p, x, s) and then quantizing one of them by standard methods. This process yields an equation for a hybrid classical-quantum wavefunction Υ(q, p, x), where x denotes the quantum coordinate.
As pointed out in [7] , this partial quantization procedure leads to a Hamiltonian hybrid theory in which both quantum and classical pure states are lost. We recall that classical pure states are defined as extreme points of the convex set of classical probability densities [13] and these are given by delta-like Klimontovich distributions. Unlike quantum pure states, which may be not factorable thereby carrying entanglement, classical pure states are completely factorable. The absence of classical pure states in the hybrid dynamics raises questions about the nature of Hamiltonian trajectories in classical-quantum coupling. Indeed, classical motion is given by a Hamiltonian flow producing characteristic curves representing particle trajectories and thus one is led to ask whether a Hamiltonian flow can still be identified in hybrid dynamics. In this paper, we address this question by extending the Lagrangian (or Bohmian) trajectories from quantum hydrodynamics to hybrid classical-quantum systems. To this purpose, we shall exploit the geometric structure of the Madelung transform.
Another question emerging in the context of hybrid classical-quantum dynamics is about the existence of a continuity equation for the hybrid density, which could then be used to define a hybrid current extending the probability current from standard quantum theory. This is the second question addressed in this paper, which exploits methods from geometric mechanics to present the explicit hybrid continuity equation in terms of its underlying Hamiltonian structure. In turn, the existence of a continuity equation leads to the question whether the sign of the hybrid density is preserved in time and this paper presents a infinite family of hybrid systems for which this is indeed the case.
Madelung transform in quantum mechanics
In this paper, we shall use the polar form of the wavefunction in order to characterize the Madelung formulation of hybrid classical-quantum dynamics. This work is inspired by the Madelung-Bohm hydrodynamic formulation of quantum mechanics [37, 5] , whose geometric features were recently revived in [31] . In order to obtain his equations of quantum hydrodynamics, Madelung replaced the polar form ψ(x, t) = R(x, t)e −iS(x,t)/ of the wavefunction into Schrödinger's equation i ∂ t ψ = −m −1 2 ∆ψ/2 + V ψ. This operation yields the PDE system
The second equation yields the well-known continuity equation for the probability density D = R 2 . Madelung realized that defining the velocity vector field v = ∇S m casts the above system into a set of hydrodynamic equations as follows:
Madelung's equations were the point of departure for Bohm's interpretation of quantum dynamics [5] . Upon following previous ideas by de Broglie [15] , Bohm interpreted the integral curves of the velocity vector field v(x, t) as the genuine trajectories in space of the physical quantum particle. In this picture, particles are carried by a pilot wave transporting probability with a velocity v which itself changes in time according to the first equation in (1.6). Bohmian trajectories, however, are not exactly point particle trajectories: rather, they are trajectories in a fluid Lagrangian sense. More specifically, if the fluid label x 0 is mapped to its current position x t in terms of a smooth Lagrangian path χ, one writes x t = χ(t, x 0 ) and χ(t, ·) is identified with a time-dependent diffeomorphism of the physical space M, that is χ(t, ·) ∈ Diff(M). Then, Bohmian trajectories are fluid paths satisfying the reconstruction relatioṅ
While Bohmian mechanics and pilot wave theory have raised several fundamental interpretative questions, in this paper we shall not dwell upon these issues. The scope of this work is instead to extend the concept of Bohmian trajectories to hybrid classical-quantum systems and exploit the Madelung transform to draw conclusions about the dynamics of the joint classical-quantum density.
Momentum maps and Madelung equations
In this work, we shall follow a geometric approach combining the geometric setting of the quantum Madelung transform with the prequantization theory of van-Hove [52] and Kostant [36] . Indeed, both these constructions share momentum map structures which will serve as the unifying framework used here to describe classical-quantum coupling. The momentum maps appearing in prequantization will be discussed in the next section, while those emerging in quantum hydrodynamics have recently been exploited in the context of quantum chemistry [20] . The Madelung momentum map takes the quantum Hilbert space L 2 (M, C) into the dual of the semidirect-product Lie algebra X(M) F (M), where X(M) denotes the Lie algebra of vector fields on M and F (M) the space of real valued functions on M. More explicitly, the Madelung momentum map J :
Here, X * (M) denotes the dual space of X(M), while Den(M) denotes the space of densities on M. Upon considering the standard symplectic form Ω(ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) = 2 Im´Mψ 1 ψ 2 µ (here, µ is the volume form on physical space M), the above momentum map is generated by a unitary representation of the semidirect-product group Diff(M) F (M, S 1 ) which reads as follows: 9) with (χ, ϕ) ∈ Diff(M) F (M, S 1 ). Here, F (N 1 , N 2 ) generally denotes the space of mappings from the manifold N 1 to the manifold N 2 , so that F (M, S 1 ) denotes the space of S 1 -valued functions on M. Moreover, Diff(M) denotes the group of diffeomorphisms of M while J χ is the Jacobian determinant of χ, and χ * denotes the push-forward. Upon denoting composition by •, one writes χ * (e −iϕ/ ψ) = (e −iϕ/ ψ) • χ −1 . The representation (1.9) is typically constructed by identifying the Hilbert space L 2 (M, C) with the space of half-densities [4, 20] , although here we shall not discuss this particular aspect. More importantly, throughout this paper we shall assume that the elements in Diff(M) F (M, S 1 ) have sufficient regularity to ensure that this group is an infinite-dimensional manifold and a topological group with smooth right translation. Also we assume appropriate restriction of the domain of the action (1.9) and the momentum map (1.8), so that all the operations are well-defined. The fact that (1.8) identifies a momentum map for the unitary representation (1.9) is a direct verification that makes use of the infinitesimal generator corresponding to (1.9) , that is
with (u, α) ∈ X(M) F (M). In this paper, we shall exploit the Madelung momentum map (1.8) to present the geometric structure of the Madelung equations for hybrid classical-quantum systems. As mentioned previously, these are described in terms of a hybrid wavefunction Υ(q, p, x), whose polar form will be used to define Bohmian trajectories in the context of hybrid systems.
Outline and results
In Section 2, the Koopman-van Hove formulation of classical mechanics [7] is reviewed, along with its underlying geometric structure in terms of strict contact transformations, that is, connection-preserving automorphisms of the prequantum circle bundle T * Q × S 1 → T * Q. This treatment is essentially equivalent to that presented by Kostant [35] in the early 70's. Following [28] , we show how the group of strict contact diffeomorphisms is isomorphic to a central extension of the symplectic diffeomorphism group by S 1 , whose Lie algebra identifies the Poisson algebra of Hamiltonian functions on the classical phase-space T * Q. In Section 2.4 we review recent work [7] to show how the KvH formulation of classical mechanics produces the classical Liouville equation. This connection is established by a momentum map associated to the unitary action of strict contact diffeomorphisms on the sections of the prequantum bundle, which are here identified with complex wavefunctions on the classical phase-space. In Section 2.5, the Madelung transform is applied to the KvH equation to show how the classical phase is naturally incorporated, unlike the standard Koopman-von Neumann theory. Section 3.1 presents the mathematical setting of the hybrid wave equation for classicalquantum dynamics. The hybrid wavefunction on the hybrid coordinate space Γ = T * Q × M (here, M is the quantum configuration space) undergoes unitary evolution, whose Hermitian generator is called hybrid Liouvillian. The study of the algebra of hybrid Liouvillian operators is presented in Section 3.2, along with a remarkable identity relating commutators and Poisson brackets. In the same section, hybrid Liouvillians are shown to be equivariant under both quantum unitary transformations and classical strict contact transformations. The same long sought equivariance properties [10] are shared by a hybrid density operator extending the quantum density matrix to classical-quantum dynamics, as shown in Section 3.3. While the density matrix of the quantum subsystem is positive-definite by construction in all cases, the hybrid density operator is generally unsigned and thus the sign of the classical Liouville density requires a case-by-case study.
Classical and quantum pure states are shown to be both lost in hybrid dynamics thereby leading to questions about the existence of trajectories in the case of classical-quantum coupling. Section 4 addresses these questions by applying the Madelung transform to the hybrid wave equation, thereby leading to the identification of hybrid classical-quantum Bohmian trajectories and their generating vector field in Section 4.3. In the presence of a classical-quantum coupling potential, the symplectic form on the classical phase-space is not preserved by the hybrid flow and Section 4.3 characterizes explicitly the nontrivial dynamics of the Poincaré integral on the hybrid coordinate space Γ. Nevertheless, the classical phase-space components of the hybrid Bohmian trajectories identify a Hamiltonian flow parameterized by the quantum coordinate and this flow is associated to the dynamics of the classical subsystem. Also, the Hamiltonian and variational structures of the hybrid Madelung equations are presented and studied in Section 4.4.
In Section 5, we consider the geometric structure of the joint classical-quantum density on the hybrid space Γ. This hybrid density is found to be a momentum map in Section 5.2 and this ensures preservation of its sign in the special case when the quantum kinetic energy is absent in the hybrid Hamiltonian. Section 5.3 presents the continuity equation for the hybrid density, thereby leading to the identification of a hybrid classical-quantum current analogue to the probability current in quantum mechanics. The hybrid continuity equation is then shown to possess a Lie-Poisson Hamiltonian structure in Section 5.4. The paper closes with Section 5.5, which identifies an infinite family of hybrid Hamiltonians producing a classical-quantum dynamics that preserve the sign of the classical probability density.
Koopman-van Hove classical mechanics
In this Introduction, we shall review the KvH theory developed in [7] and present some of its features, along with its Madelung representation.
The Koopman-van Hove equation
Let Q be the configuration manifold of the classical mechanical system and T * Q its phase space, given by the cotangent bundle of Q. We assume that the manifold Q is connected. We shall denote by z ∈ T * Q an element of the phase space, and write z = (q i , p i ) in local coordinates. The phase space is canonically endowed with the one-form A = p i dq i and the symplectic form ω = −dA = dq i ∧ dp i , where d denotes the exterior derivative. For later purpose, it is also convenient to consider the trivial principal circle bundle
(known as prequantum bundle) in such a way that A identifies a principal connection A + ds with curvature given by (minus) the symplectic form ω. A classical wave function Ψ is an element of the classical Hilbert space
with standard Hermitian inner product
defined in terms of the Liouville volume form Λ = (−1) n(n−1)/2 ω n /n! (the multiplicative factor is such that in local coordinates one has Λ = dq 1 ∧ ... ∧ dq n ∧ dp 1 ∧ ... ∧ dp n ). The corresponding real-valued pairing and symplectic form on H C are given by
Given a classical Hamiltonian function H ∈ C ∞ (T * Q), the KvH equation for classical wavefunctions was presented in [7, 25, 29, 33, 35] and it reads 
also known as prequantum operator, which is easily seen to be an unbounded Hermitian operator on H C . As a consequence, the KvH equation (2.3) comprises a Hamiltonian system with respect to the symplectic form (2.2) and Hamiltonian functional
Hence, it follows that on its domain, the operator Ψ → −i −1 L H Ψ defines a skew-Hermitian (or, equivalently, symplectic) left representation of the Lie algebra (C ∞ (T * Q), { , }) of Hamiltonian functions on the classical Hilbert space H C . Note that, unlike the map
The group of strict contact diffeomorphisms
In this Section, we shall assume that the first cohomology group H 1 (T * Q, R) = 0 (or, equivalently, H 1 (Q, R) = 0). Under this assumption, we shall show that the operator −i −1 L H integrates to a unitary left representation, whose corresponding group is constructed as follows.
As a preliminary step, given the trivial principal bundle (2.1), we consider its automorphism group given by the semidirect product Diff(T * Q) F (T * Q, S 1 ). As explained in Section 1.3, this group carries a natural unitary representation on the classical Hilbert space H C , which reads
. This is essentially the same representation as in (1.9), upon replacing the quantum configuration space M with the classical phase space T * Q. Likewise, the infinitesimal generator corresponding to the unitary action (2.5) is again the analogue of (1.10) and one gets 6) where (X, ν) ∈ X(T * Q) F (T * Q), £ X denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field X, and div is the divergence with respect to the Liouville volume form Λ on T * Q. As already anticipated, the representation (2.5) and its infinitesimal generator (2.6) will be of fundamental importance in later sections.
A relevant subgroup of the semidirect product Diff(T * Q) F (T * Q, S 1 ) is given by those transformations preserving the connection one-form A + ds on T * Q × S 1 , that is the group Aut A (T * Q × S 1 ) of connection-preserving automorphisms of the principal bundle (2.1). More explicitly, one has
where η * denotes pullback. The above transformations were studied extensively in van Hove's thesis [52] and are known as forming the group of strict contact diffeomorphisms. This group is related to the more familiar group Diff ω (T * Q) of symplectic diffeomorphisms (canonical transformations) and this relation will be discussed in detail in the next section. For the moment, we simply notice that the relation η 8) so that η ∈ Diff ω (T * Q) and this determines ϕ up to a constant phase θ = ϕ(z 0 ). Since H 1 (T * Q, R) = 0, the line integral above does not depend on the curve connecting z 0 to z. As a subgroup of the semidirect product Diff(T * Q) F (T * Q, S 1 ), the group Aut A (T * Q × S 1 ) inherits from (2.5) a unitary representation, which is obtained essentially by replacing (2.8) in (2.5). As we shall show in the next section, the operator i −1 L H emerges as the infinitesimal generator of this representation.
The relations (2.8) have an immediate correspondent at the level of the Lie algebra aut A (T * Q× S 1 ), which can be initially defined as
We notice that the relation £ X A + dν = 0 implies £ X (dA) = 0 thereby identifying a Hamiltonian vector field X = X H , for some H ∈ C ∞ (T * Q). In turn, Cartan's magic formula yields £ X A = d(X H · A − H), so that d(ν + X H · A − H) = 0 and eventually one is left with
where an integration constant has been absorbed into the Hamiltonian H. It is now evident that any smooth Hamiltonian function H determines a Lie algebra element
. This picture can be given an equivalent and more convenient geometric structure in terms of a central extension.
A central extension of symplectic diffeomorphisms
Since the prequantum bundle defined in (2.1) is trivial, the group Aut A (T * Q × S 1 ) can be shown to be isomorphic to the central extension
of the group of symplectic diffeomorphisms by the circle group. This central extension is endowed with the following product structure [21, 28] :
for some fixed point z 0 ∈ T * Q. Here, B z 0 is a group 2-cocycle and the integral in its expression is taken along a smooth curve connecting the point z 0 with the point
A is exact and the value of this integral does not depend on the choice of such a curve. Also, as reported in [28] , the cohomology class of B z 0 is independent of the choice of the point z 0 and of the 1-form A with −dA = ω.
At this stage, we can rewrite the unitary (left) representation of the group Aut A (T * Q × S 1 ) on the classical Hilbert space as an action of the central extension Diff
The property
can be directly verified by using (2.10). We emphasize that this representation is also obtained by replacing (2.8) in (2.5).
Once the group structure is characterized, one can find the corresponding Lie algebra structure. Evidently, the group isomorphism Aut
, where
is the Lie algebra of the central exention (2.9). Here, X ω (T * Q) is the Lie algebra of symplectic (hence Hamiltonian) vector fields and C z 0 is a Lie algebra 2-cocycle C z 0 such that the Lie bracket reads
The Lie algebra 2-cocycle is given as follows. Let X H , X F ∈ X ω (T * Q) be two Hamiltonian vector fields for the Hamiltonian functions H, F ∈ C ∞ (T * Q), respectively. Then, upon defining
we have
As we already noticed in the previous discussion of the Lie algebra aut A (T * Q × S 1 ), the entire Lie algebra element (X H , κ) ∈ X ω (T * Q) is uniquely characterized by the Hamiltonian function H. More specifically, one has the following Lie algebra isomorphism
At this point, the Lie algebra representation of (X, κ) ∈ X ω (T * Q) associated to (2.12) is computed as
is an arbitrary function such that X = X H , and H A is given in (2.13). Then, upon using the Lie algebra isomorphism (2.14) one can write the infinitesimal generator (2.15) as an action of the Lie algebra
Hence, in terms of H, the Lie algebra representation (2.15) coincides with −i −1 L H as claimed previously. In turn, since −i −1 L H is the infinitesimal generator of the representation (2.12), the prequantum operator L H is equivariant with respect to the action of Diff ω (T * Q), namely
This relation was used in [7] to write Koopman-van Hove dynamics in the Heisenberg picture.
In the present work work, we shall extend this result to the case of hybrid classical-quantum systems; see Section 3.2.
Momentum maps and the classical Liouville equation
So far, nothing has been said about how the KvH equation (2.3) is related to classical mechanics. As shown in [7] , this relation is given in terms of a momentum map H C → Den(T * Q), where Den(T * Q) denotes the space of densities on T * Q. Since the representation (2.12) is unitary, it is symplectic with respect to the symplectic form (2.2) and thus admits a momentum map ρ(Ψ) via the standard formula [24, 38] 
where , denotes the duality pairing between F (T * Q) and its dual Den(T * Q). Throughout this paper, the angle brackets always denote a duality pairing, whose explicit expression may differ depending on the particular vector space under consideration. A direct calculation [7] leads to the momentum map
where the divergence is associated to the Liouville form and where J :
. This momentum map is formally a Poisson map with respect to the symplectic Poisson structure
on H C and the Lie-Poisson structure
is a solution of the KvH equation, the density (2.18) solves the Liouville equation ∂ t ρ = {H, ρ}. As remarked in [7] , a density of the form (2.18) is not necessarily positive definite. However, the Liouville equation generates the sign-preserving evolution ρ(t) = η(t) * ρ 0 , where η(t) is the flow of X H , thereby recovering the usual probabilistic interpretation.
Notice that the momentum map (2.18) yields the following relation for classical expectation values: given a classical observable A ∈ F (T * Q), its expectation value A :=´T * Q Aρ Λ is expressed as
which is different from the usual expressions appearing in quantum theory. At this stage, the meaning of the KvH equation (2.3) is still somewhat obscure and we shall try to shed some new light by applying the Madelung transform.
The Madelung transform
The Madelung transform of the KvH equation (2.3) is obtained by writing Ψ in polar form
thereby leading to the following equations for R and S
, or equivalently, using the notation in (2.13), L := H A . Thus, while the second equation recovers the standard Koopmanvon Neumann equation for the amplitude |Ψ|, the KvH construction comprises the dynamics of the classical phase, which leads to 
We remark that, since £ X H A = dH A = dL, the phase dynamics also produces the relation 24) which is written in terms of the Lie derivative
This is the customary relation for generating functions [38] and it is consistent with 25) which follows directly from the fact that η(t) is the flow of X H . The amplitude equation also retains some interesting features. Indeed, we notice that defining D = R 2 yields the Liouville-type equation
which formally allows for the singular solution
where the curve ζ(t) ∈ T * Q satisfies the Hamilton equations dζ/dt = X H (ζ). The particle phase along ζ(t) is deduced from (2.22) by writing ζ(t) = η(t, z 0 ) for some z 0 ∈ T * Q as
While this process is only formal (the relation D = R 2 prevents D from being a delta function), these relations are somewhat revealing of a finite-dimensional correspondent of KvH theory.
To conclude this section, we present the relation between the momentum map (2.18) for the classical Liouville equation and the classical analogue of the hydrodynamic momentum map (1.8) associated to the Madelung transform. This classical analogue reads J(Ψ) = ( Im(Ψ∇Ψ), |Ψ| 2 ) and it is associated to the representation (2.5) on H C of the prequantum bundle automorphisms Aut(T * Q × S 1 ). As we have seen in Section 2.3, this representation reduces to (2.5) upon restricting to the subgroup of connection-preserving automorphisms
. Thus, the momentum map ρ(Ψ) in (2.18) for the classical Liouville equation can be related to J(Ψ) in terms of the dual of the Lie algebra inclusion ι :
, where we recall from Section 2.3 that F (T * Q) (in the domain of ι) is identified with the Lie algebra of Diff ω (T * Q). More explicitly, in terms of the notation (2.13), the Lie algebra inclusion is given by ι(H) = (X H , −H A ) and thus its dual map ι * :
. Then, as one verifies explicitly, one obtains
This indeed provides an important relation between the momentum map (2.18) for the classical Liouville equation and the momentum map J(Ψ) associated to the classical Madelung transform.
3 Hybrid classical-quantum dynamics 3.1 Classical-quantum wave equation
As mentioned earlier, the KvH framework leads naturally to the hybrid description of a coupled classical-quantum system. Indeed, one may start with the KvH equation for two particles and then apply geometric quantization to quantize one of them.
Here, instead of quantizing observables, we follow an alternative procedure. As outlined by Klein [33] in the case of one particle, this method transforms the KvH equation (2.3) into the Schrödinger equation and here we restrict to consider Hamiltonians for the type H = T +V (i.e.
given by the sum of kinetic and potential energy). In one dimension Klein's method proceeds as follows: (1) write the one-particle KvH equation for Ψ(x, ν) with H = m −1 ν 2 /2+V (x) and A = νdx, (2) restrict to consider solutions ∂ ν Ψ = 0, and (3) replace ν → −i ∂ x . A direct verification shows that this yields the standard Schrödinger equation i ∂ t Ψ(x) = −(m −1 2 /2)∆Ψ + V Ψ. In geometric quantization [32] , the condition ∂ ν Ψ = 0 corresponds to fixing a polarization, while the replacement ν → −i ∂ x corresponds to the usual canonical quantization prescription.
At this point, a hybrid theory can be obtained by starting with the KvH equation for two particles and then applying Klein's method to quantize one of the particles. This is precisely the approach adopted in [7] , which led to the following classical-quantum wave equation
Similar equations already appeared in [10] and were rejected by the authors. Here, Υ ∈ L 2 (T * Q×M, C) is a wavefunction depending on both the classical and the quantum coordinates, denoted by z ∈ T * Q and x ∈ M respectively, where we assumed that M is endowed with a volume form µ. The inner product and symplectic form on L 2 (T * Q × M, C) are defined by the immediate generalization of the classical definitions (2.2). For convenience, here we shall denote the hybrid classical-quantum Hilbert space by
Analogously, the quantum Hilbert space is defined as
It is useful to recall the isometric isomorphism
given by the identification Υ(z, x) ≃ (Υ(z))(x), where L 2 (T * Q; H Q ) is the Bochner-Lebesgue space of L 2 maps into the quantum Hilbert space H Q , see, e.g., [2] . Notice that the same approach yields the alternative isomorphism
Both isomorphisms will be useful to compute integrals of the form
In addition, these isomorphisms lead to define the quantum adjoint Υ † (z) as follows. If we evaluate the square-integrable function Υ ∈ H CQ at a fixed point z ∈ T * Q, the isomorphism (3.3) yields another square-integrable function Υ(z) ∈ H Q in the quantum Hilbert space so that for each fixed z the standard inner product | on H Q induces a linear form Υ † (z) on H Q given by
with ψ ∈ H Q . For example, one writes Υ † (z)Υ(z) = Υ(z) 2 , where the norm is induced by the inner product | on H Q . We shall call Υ † (z) the quantum adjoint of Υ, while an analogous procedure can evidently be used to define the classical variant.
The function H is defined on T * Q and takes values in the space of unbounded Hermitian operators on the quantum Hilbert space H Q . By construction, the hybrid Liouvillian operator
is an unbounded Hermitian operator on H CQ and therefore the dynamics is unitary. The hybrid classical-quantum wave equation (3.1) thus reads i ∂ t Υ = L H Υ. Using local coordinates on T * Q, this operator is written as
With the immediate generalization of the classical relations (2.2), equation (3.1) is Hamiltonian with Hamiltonian functional
While hybrid Liouvillian operators do not comprise a Lie algebra structure, the next section presents a general algebraic property of the hybrid Liouvillian operator.
Algebra of hybrid Liouvillian operators
While the covariant Liouvillian operators defined in (2.4) possess a Lie algbera structure given
, no such structure is available for the hybrid Liouvillian operators. The latter satisfy obvious identities that can be written upon introducing the convenient notation A C ∈ F (T * Q) for classical observables and A Q ∈ Her(H Q ) for quantum observables, while A ∈ F (T * Q, Her(H Q )) denotes a hybrid observable. Here, Her(H Q ) denotes the space of Hermitian operators on H Q , so that F (T * Q, Her(H Q )) is the space of phase-space functions taking values in the space Her(H Q ) of quantum observables. For example, with this notation we have L A Q = A Q . More generally, one has the obvious identities
as well as
In addition to the above algebraic rules, a remarkable relation is available and it may be useful to report it here. Given two hybrid observables A(z) and B(z) in the space F (T * Q, Her(H Q )) of phase-space functions taking values in the space of Hermitian operators Her(H Q ) on the quantum Hilbert space, one verifies the following identity
Here, the notation is as follows. First, we introduce the conjugate operatorĀ associated to A : H → H asĀu := Aū for any u ∈ H . No confusion should arise from adopting the notationĀ in place of A . Notice that H is an arbitrary complex Hilbert space, although here we shall specialize to consider H = H Q . For example, if A is an integral operator with kernel K A (x, x ′ ) (or 'matrix element', in the physics terminology), then we have KĀ(x,
Then, in analogy with the definition of the transpose of a linear mapping, recalling that H QC = H C ⊗ H Q is a tensor product space, we define the quantum transpose L T of a linear operator L : H QC → H QC as the partial transpose with respect to the factor H C . The intrinsic definition is given by
for all Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 ∈ H C and ψ 1 , ψ 2 ∈ H Q . Notice the position of the indices 1 and 2 in this definition.
In the case of an integral operator L with kernel
. Below we give a proof of the remarkable relation (3.9). It will be convenient to distinguish between the the inner products | C , | Q , and | CQ on the different Hilbert spaces H C , H Q , and H CQ , respectively. We note that for Θ, Ψ ∈ H C and θ, ψ ∈ H Q , we have
where on the right hand side L ψ| Aθ Q denotes the classical covariant Liouvillian operator (2.4) associated to the function z ∈ T * Q → ψ| H(z)θ Q ∈ C. In the remainder of this section, it will be convenient to use Dirac's notation for vectors in the quantum Hilbert space H Q ; for example, the relation (3.11) is replaced by Ψψ
where in the third equality we used
. The first two terms in the last equality can be written as
CQ by using (3.10). These relations are satisfied for all Ψ, Θ ∈ H C and all ψ, θ ∈ H Q . In particular they hold for any orthonormal bases (Ψ i ) i∈I and (ψ j ) j∈J of H C and H Q , respectively. Since (Ψ i ⊗ ψ j ) (i,j)∈I×J is an orthonormal basis of H QC = H C ⊗ H Q , we obtain (3.9). We conclude this section by presenting the equivariance properties of hybrid Liouvillians. On one hand, as proven in Appendix B, the property (2.16) is naturally extended to the case of hybrid Liouvillians, so that one has
This is a natural consequence of the fact that the unitary representation U (η,e iθ ) in (2.12) does not involve quantum degrees of freedom. On the other hand, one also has equivariance under unitary transformations of the quantum Hilbert space space. More specifically, upon denoting by U(H Q ) the group of unitary operators on the quantum Hilbert space H Q , one has
In the next section, these equivariance relations will be shown to apply also to a hybrid density operator extending the classical Liouville density as well as the von Neumanns celebrated density matrix in quantum theory.
The hybrid density operator
As shown in [7] , the Hamiltonian structure of the classical-quantum wave equation (3.1) leads to defining a hybrid density operator for the computation of expectation values. Indeed, the latter can be identified by rewriting the Hamiltonian functional (3.8) by using integration by parts as follows:
Here, in analogy to the expression (2.18) of the classical Liouville density, the hybrid density operator D is given as 15) so that Tr´T * Q D Λ = 1. Again, here the divergence is taken relative to the Liouville volume form on T * Q. The hybrid density operator is defined in such a way that its application to a quantum wavefunction ψ ∈ H Q reads
where we recall (3.7). As usual, by appropriately restricting the space of wavefunctions Υ, the associated hybrid density operator D is an integrable function on T * Q taking values in the space of trace-class Hermitian operators on L 2 (M, C). In particular D is an integral operator with kernel (or 'matrix element', in the physics nonmenclature)
Given the hybrid density operator D, one computes the quantum density operator 18) so that the quantum probability density in configuration space is obtained as
On the other hand, the classical density reads
Here the trace is computed only with respect to the quantum degrees of freedom so that, upon using (3.17),
We now move on to discuss expectation values. It is evident that the second equality in (3.14) holds upon replacing H(z) by any hybrid classical-quantum observable A(z), whose expectation value A can then be written as
thereby extending the classical case (2.19). Again, we notice the difference from the relations appearing in the purely quantum formalism. The usual quantum expectation value is however recovered naturally in the purely classical case, since the relation L A Q = A Q from Section 3.2 for a purely quantum observable A Q ∈ Her(H Q ) implies A Q =´T * Q Υ| A Q Υ Λ.
Equivariance of the hybrid density operator
Another feature of the hybrid density operator D is the equivariance property of its defining mapping Υ → D(Υ) in (3.15) under both quantum and classical transformations. More specifically, if U (η,e iθ ) is the unitary operator (2.12) corresponding to the action of (η, e iθ ) ∈ Diff ω (T * Q) on H CQ , one has
This can be verified by pairing D(U (η,e iθ ) Υ) against a hybrid observable A ∈ F (T * Q, Her(H Q )) as follows:
where we used the relation (3.12). Similarly, the map Υ → D(Υ) is equivariant under quantum unitary transformations. Indeed, upon denoting by U(H Q ) the group of unitary operators on the quantum Hilbert space H Q , one has
The equivariance properties (3.21)-(3.22) of the hybrid density operator under both classical and quantum transformations have long been sought in the theory of hybrid classical-quantum systems [10] and stand as one of the key geometric properties of the present construction. The equivariance properties (3.21)-(3.22) also reflect in the dynamics of both the classical distribution (3.20) and the quantum density matrix (3.18), which read respectively [7] 
As pointed out in [7] , pure state solutions are prevented by the density matrix evolution and this property is known as decoherence in the physics terminology. In addition, classical point trajectories are also lost in the presence of classical-quantum interaction, since the first equation in (3.23) does not possess delta-like Klimontovich solutions (that is, classical pure states).
While not completely surprising, the absence of classical particle trajectories in hybrid dynamics raises questions about the meaning of the word 'classical' in this context. Classical motion is identified with a Hamiltonian flow producing characteristic curves representing particle trajectories. Then, the question emerges wether any feature of a classical Hamiltonian flow can still be identified in hybrid dynamics. In this paper, we address this question by extending the Lagrangian trajectories from quantum hydrodynamics to hybrid classical-quantum systems. To this purpose, the following sections will apply the Madelung transform to equation (4.2). As a result, we shall present a hybrid generalization of Bohmian trajectories in terms of Lagrangian paths, which will be discussed in terms of their Hamiltonian structure and its corresponding momentum maps.
Hybrid Madelung equations
In the remainder of this paper, we shall restrict to consider the case
thereby ignoring the possible presence of magnetic fields. Here ∆ x is the Laplacian on M associated to a given Riemannian metric and the norm |p| is given with respect to a Riemannian metric on Q. In this case, the hybrid classical-quantum wave equation (3.1) reads
where we have defined the following scalar functions L I , H I on the hybrid space T * Q × M:
These are respectively the classical Hamiltonian and Lagrangian both augmented by the presence of the interaction potential. As we shall see, these quantities play a key role in the geometry of hybrid classical-quantum systems.
Equations of motion
In this section we extend the usual Madelung transformation from quantum mechanics to the more general setting of coupled classical-quantum systems. The Madelung transform was already applied to KvH classical mechanics in Section 2.5, while the equations for standard quantum hydrodynamics are found in Madelung's work [37] . We emphasize that here we focus on Madelung's original approach by invoking a single-valued phase function. The possibility of multi-valued quantum phase functions leading to topological singularities was first emphasized in [56] and will not be considered in the present context. In order to apply the Madelung transform to the hybrid setting, we write the hybrid wavefunction in polar form, that is
where calligraphic fonts are used to distinguish the hybrid case from the previous purely classical case treated in Section 2.5. Then, the classical-quantum wave equation (4.2) produces the following dynamics for the hybrid amplitude and phase
where the operators ∇ x , div x , and ∆ x = ∇ x div x are defined in terms of the Riemannian metric on M. Each equation carries the usual quantum terms on the left-hand side, while the terms arising from KvH classical dynamics are presented on the right-hand side (see equations (2.20)-(2.21)). In the absence of classical degrees of freedom, the first equation simply recovers the so called quantum Hamilton-Jacobi equation. These analogies are more evident if we rewrite the previous equations in terms of the total differential dS (on T * Q × M) and the density R 2 , thereby obtaining
Here, X is the hybrid velocity vector field on T * Q × M given by
8)
X H I being the x-dependent Hamiltonian vector field associated to H I on (T * Q, ω). Moreover, we have defined the (time-dependent) hybrid classical-quantum Lagrangian
in analogy with the so-called quantum Lagrangian [60] for a free quantum particle, given by the last two terms above. Moreover, in (4.7) the operator div denotes the divergence operator induced on T * Q × M by the Liouville form on T * Q and the Riemannian metric on M. For the classical and quantum degrees of freedom, it will be convenient to use the shorthand notation (z, x) ∈ Γ, where Γ := T * Q × M represents a hybrid classical-quantum manifold. Evidently, this is a volume manifold with volume form given by
Before closing this section, we emphasize that the hybrid vector field (4.8) cannot be directly used to construct a probability current for the hybrid classical-quantum system. Indeed, while the vector field X ∈ X(Γ) transports the density R 2 = |Υ| 2 appearing in (3.19), it does not transport the hybrid probability density, which instead must be constructed from the hybrid operator-valued density (3.15); see equation (5.2) in Section 5.2. This topic is developed in the second part of the paper.
Hybrid Bohmian trajectories
As commented at the end of Section 3.4, the absence of classical particle trajectories in hybrid dynamics raises the question whether a Hamiltonian flow can still be defined as incorporating the motion of the classical subsystem. In this section, a positive answer is provided in terms of Lagrangian parths extending quantum Bohmian trajectories to hybrid classical-quantum systems.
Although equation (4.6) is not in the typical hydrodynamic form, the hybrid Madelung equations (4.6)-(4.6) still lead to a similar continuum description to that obtained in the quantum case. For example, the density equation (4.7) still yields hybrid trajectories, which may be defined by considering the evolution equation
, where Φ(t) is the flow of the vector field X and J Φ is the Jacobian relative to the volume form (4.9) on Γ. Then, this flow is regarded as a Lagrangian trajectory obeying the equation
which is the hybrid classical-quantum extension of the quantum Bohmian trajectories [5, 60] in (1.7). In turn, hybrid Bohmian trajectories (4.10) are also useful to express (4.4) in the form
which is the hybrid analogue of the classical phase evolution (2.22) . Again, in the absence of classical degrees of freedom, this picture recovers the quantum Bohmian trajectories since in that case the coordinate z plays no role. At this point, we address the question of how the symplectic property (2.25) of the flow is affected by classical-quantum coupling. In other words, here we shall unfold the geometric features underlying the dynamics of the classical canonical symplectic form ω = dq i ∧ dp i . This is done by considering the phase function S in (4.4) as a function on T * Q parameterized by the quantum coordinate, that is, instead of S ∈ F (T * Q × M, S 1 ), we inteprete the phase as a function
Analogously, we may consider the classical phase-space components X H I of the hybrid vector field X in (4.8) as a parameterized vector field X H I ∈ F M, X(T * Q) . Then, upon defining
so that taking the differential d z of the above yields
As we shall show, this equation is of fundamental importance for understanding the role of the classical symplectic form ω in hybrid classical-quantum dynamics. Upon following the same approach, we redefine the canonical one-form A = p i dq i as a one-form on T * Q parameterized by the quantum coordinate space, that is A ∈ F M, Ω 1 (T * Q) , and we observe that £ X H I A = d z L I . Therefore, we are left with the equation
is the Hamiltonian flow generated by X H I so that dη(t, z, x)/dt = X H I (η(t, z, x)).
Therefore, despite the absence of point particle trajectories in classical-quantum coupling, a Hamiltonian flow preserving the classical symplectic form can still be defined as the flow associated to the Hamiltonian H I . Notice thatη(t) ∈ F M, Diff(T * Q) differs from the Lagrangian trajectory Φ(t) ∈ Diff(T * Q×M) of the hybrid system, unless the quantum kinetic energy operator −( 2 /2m)∆ x is dropped from the hybrid Hamiltonian (4.1). Indeed, in the latter case the hybrid vector field (4.8) drops to X = (X H I , 0) and one is left with Φ(t)(z, x) = (η(t)(z, x), x), so that the hybrid Lagrangian trajectory Φ(t) is essentially equivalent to the pathη(t).
Hybrid dynamics and symplectic form
When the quantum kinetic energy is retained, the classical canonical form is not preserved in the whole hybrid space Γ = T * Q × M and its corresponding dynamics can be written by following a similar approach. Indeed, if X ∈ X(Γ) is the hybrid vector field (4.8) and π T * Q : Γ → T * Q, π M : Γ → M are the projection maps, then we may consider the one-form A := π * T * Q A ∈ Ω 1 (Γ) naturally induced by the canonical one-form A on T * Q and we have
This relation is obtained by a direct verification as follows:
Inserting this relation in (4.6) yields
which is equivalently written as
In local coordinates, A = p i dq i and π *
, so that (4.14) produces the following equation for the Poincaré integral in the hybrid coordinate space Γ:
where γ(t) = Φ(t) • γ 0 and γ 0 is a time-independent loop in Γ. Then, taking the exterior differential d on Γ of the relation (4.14) yields
which describes the evolution of the classical canonical form under the whole hybrid flow Φ. As expected, the canonical symplectic form is not preserved by this flow unless the classicalquantum coupling vanishes, that is ∂ 2 q j x k V = 0. To summarize, we have found that, although the classical canonical form is not preserved by the overall hybrid flow Φ(t) of X ∈ X(Γ), it is preserved by the Hamiltonian flowη(t) ∈ F M, Diff ω (T * Q) of X H I ∈ F M, X(T * Q) , given by the fist component of the hybrid flow Φ(t)(z, x) = (η(t)(z, x), ζ(t)(z, x)). In turn, the flowη(t) determines an important subgroup of the group Diff(Γ) F (Γ, S 1 ) advancing the hybrid dynamics, where we recall that Γ = T * Q × M. Indeed, the group F M, Diff ω (T * Q) comprisingη can be centrally extended by F (M, S 1 ) as in (2.10) to form a group of strict contact transformations parameterized by the quantum coordinate x ∈ M. We shall denote this transformation group by F M, Diff ω (T * Q) . By using the group inclusion Diff ω (T * Q) ⊂ Diff(T * Q) F (T * Q, S 1 ) described earlier, this group turns out to be a subgroup of F M, Diff(T * Q) F (T * Q, S 1 ) , which is itself a subgroup of Diff(Γ) F (Γ, S 1 ), as a direct verification shows. This justifies the claim above. Section §5 will show that the group F M, Diff ω (T * Q) is of fundamental importance in the probabilistic interpretation of the hybrid classical-quantum wave equation (4.2). More particularly, the diagonal elements of the operator-valued hybrid density (3.15) comprise a momentum map structure arising precisely by the action of F M, Diff ω (T * Q) on the space H CQ = L 2 (T * Q × M, C) of hybrid wavefunctions. In the next section, we shall study the hybrid Madelung equations (4.6)-(4.7) in terms of their Hamiltonian and variational structures. While the Hamiltonian structure arises naturally from the momentum map property of the Madelung transform [20] , the variational structure is more intricate since the Legendre transform can be performed only partially.
Hamiltonian and variational structures
The equations (4.6)-(4.7) possess a Hamiltonian structure whose Lie-Poisson bracket is identical to that governing compressible barotropic fluids [39] . This is due to the fact that the mapping
comprise a momentum map structure. Here, Den(Γ) and X(Γ) * denote respectively the space of densities and one-form densities on Γ = T * Q × M. Upon identifying L 2 (Γ, C) with the space of half-densities, the momentum map (4.15) is produced by the (left) representation
Since the momentum map (4.15) is equivariant, it is also a Poisson map, thereby producing the Lie-Poisson structure on the dual of the semidirect-product Lie algebra X(Γ) F (Γ). More explicitly, upon defining the one form σ = R 2 dS and the density D = R 2 on Γ, the Lie-Poisson bracket reads
With the above bracket, the Hamiltonian functional producing the Madelung equations (4.6)-
where we have used the notation
to split classical and quantum components. Here, the symbols d z and d x denote the exterior differentials on T * Q and M, respectively. The Hamiltonian (4. The same equations may also be obtained from the Lie-Poisson variational principle [12] 
with the Hamiltonian (4.18). Here, one considers arbitrary variations δσ and constrained (Euler-Poincaré) variations [26] 20) where w is an arbitrary time dependent vector field on Γ vanishing at the endpoints. This variational principle yields the system of equations Given the Hamiltonian (4.18), it is clear that an ordinary Lagrangian cannot be found since the Legendre transform is not invertible. However, a partial Legendre transform is still possible since the relation
allows expressing σ x in terms of v x . Then, using this partial Legendre transform in the LiePoisson variational principle (4.19) leads to
with respect to variations (4.20) and free variations δσ z , so that the phase-space components σ z of the momentum variable σ behave as a Lagrange multiplier enforcing v z = X H I . As a consequence, while equations (4.22)-(4.23) remain unchanged, equation (4.21) is taken into the form
The last equation above has many similarities with standard quantum hydrodynamics. However, we see that the term X H I · ∇ z v x , appearing in the second term of (4.25) does not vanish even in the absence of coupling, that is the case ∂ x H I = ∂ x L I = 0. As already apparent in (4.6), even in the absence of classical-quantum interaction, the phase of the joint wavefunction Υ evolves along the hybrid Lagrangian trajectory Φ with Eulerian velocity X = (X H I , ∇ x S/m). Indeed, the function S(t, z, x) is not the quantum phase, but rather it is a phase-like quantity associated to the compound classical-quantum system. On the other hand, by using v = (v z , v x ) = (X H I , ∇ x S/m) we note that (4.22) is directly seen to be equivalent to the equation (4.11) derived in §4.3, which was shown to characterize the flowη(t) that preserves the classical (canonical) symplectic form.
Hybrid classical-quantum densities and currents
While the previous sections presented the main geometric properties of the hybrid Madelung equations (4.6)-(4.7), here we want to focus on their physical interpretation in terms of probability densities and currents.
General comments
As presented in Section 3.1, the general hybrid density is given by the operator-valued distribution D(z) in (3.15). As commented on in [7] , at present there is no criterion available to establish whether the dynamics of D(z) preserves its sign, unless one considers the trivial case of absence of coupling. Indeed, in the latter case, the hybrid wave equation (3.1) with H = H Q + H C produces the following evolution equation for D:
Here, we have assumed that the potential V in (4.1) does not depend on x so that the hybrid Hamiltonian is written as H(q, p) = H Q + H C (q, p), where the subscripts Q and C refer respectively to quantum and classical. It is obvious that the evolution (5.1) preserves the sign of D, which then remains positive-definite in time. Indeed, upon using the notation in (3.
−1 . However, in the general case the equation of motion for D is sensibly more complicated as it involves the hybrid wavefunction Υ as well as its gradients [7] . Then, the study of the evolution of the sign of D becomes very challenging. So far, all we know is that the hybrid classicalquantum theory in Section 3.1 is the only available Hamiltonian theory beyond the meanfield approximation that is capable of capturing the positivity of the quantum density matrix ρ =´T * Q D(z)Λ =´T * Q Υ(z)Υ † (z)Λ in the general case of classical-quantum coupling. On the other hand, similar statements are not available for the classical density ρ c (z) = Tr( D(z)) and one is led to consider the possibility of allowing ρ c to assume negative values. Following previous work by Feynman [19] , this point was justified in [7] by using arguments involving the Wigner function for a harmonic oscillator coupled to a nonlinear quantum system: even in that simple case, the oscillator distribution must be allowed to acquire negative values. Still, in [7] an example of hybrid dynamics was provided in which the classical density remains positive. Then, the question arises of characterizing possible cases in which the classical positivity is preserved in time.
Hybrid density as a momentum map
Instead of considering the evolution of the classical density ρ c as it arises from the D−equation, this paper focuses on the dynamics of the diagonal elements K D (z; x, x) of the kernel (3.17) of D, which we denote as
In terms of the polar form of the hybrid wavefunction (4.3), one has
This quantity represents a joint density for the position of the system in the hybrid space T * Q × M, in such a way that the quantum and the classical probabilities defined in (3.19) and (3.20) can be computed from D as
Thus, finding its evolution equation allows characterizing a hybrid current J such that ∂ t D = − div J. While this will be the subject of the next section, here we show how the quantity (5.2) is actually a momentum map for the action of the group F M, Diff ω (T * Q) on the space
, its (left) action on Υ ∈ H CQ can be constructed by suitably adapting the the propagator (2.12) as follows:
Here, the notation is such thatη(x) identifies a symplectic diffeomorphism z →η(x)(z) = η(z; x). We shall drop the explicit dependence on the phase-space coordinates where convenient. Then, the KvH construction summarized in Section 2 is naturally transferred to the case of parameterized transformations: the Lie algebra of 
The momentum map is found from the relation 6) where , denotes the duality pairing between F (T * Q×M) and its dual Den(T * Q×M) and the symplectic form is given by Ω(Υ 1 , Υ 2 ) = 2 Im´ΓῩ 1 Υ 2 µ Γ thereby producing the momentum map
which is the natural extension of expression (2.18) and recovers precisely (5.2). The momentum map structure of the hybrid density provides much insight into the geometry of its evolution. For example, dropping the quantum kinetic energy operator −( 2 /2m)∆ x from the hybrid Hamiltonian (4.1) produces a classical Liouville equation parameterized by x, that is
which can be deduced from (5.3) by using that (4.4) and (4.7) reduce to ∂ t S = L I + {H I , S} and ∂ t R 2 = {H I , R 2 }, respectively. Given the characteristic nature of equation (5.8) , the latter possesses Klimontovich-like solutions of the form
where w(x) ∈ Den(M) and dζ/dt = X H I (ζ). Then, the classical Liouville density (5.4) reads
As shown in [27] , this expression of the classical Liouville density identifies the left leg of a dual pair of momentum maps [57] . Notice that equation (5.8) does not come as a surprise, since we already observed in Section 4.3 that dropping the quantum kinetic energy makes the hybrid Lagrangian path Φ coincide with the flow of the x−dependent Hamiltonian vector field X H I . In this simple case of classical-quantum coupling, a possibly relevant consequence of equation (5.8) is that the sign of the joint probability density D is preserved in time even if the same conclusion cannot be generally reached about the operator-valued density D. Evidently, the sign of D is also preserved in the absence of classical-quantum coupling, that is when ∂ 2 q j x k V I = 0. In this trivial case, the equation (5.1) preserves the sign of D and therefore also the sign of its diagonal elements. At present, similar statements about sign conservation are unavailable in the more general case of the hybrid Hamiltonian (4.1). It may still be interesting to write down the continuity equation for D in order to characterize the corresponding classical-quantum current. This is the focus of the next section.
We conclude this section by extending the discussion at the end of Section 2.5 to the case of hybrid classical-quantum dynamics. In analogy to the representations (2.5) and (2.12), the representation (4.16) of Diff(Γ) F (Γ, S 1 ) on H CQ reduces to the representation (5.5) when restricted to the subgroup
. Thus, their corresponding momentum maps J(Υ) = Im(ῩdΥ), |Υ| 2 and (5.7), respectively, have a simple relation. Denoting by ι :
Then, this enables us to write
which indeed provides an important relation between the momentum map (5.7) for the joint hybrid density and the momentum map J(Υ) above, associated to the hybrid Madelung transform.
The classical-quantum continuity equation
Although a more geometric picture for the hybrid continuity equation will be developed in the next section, here we shall simply present the result as it is obtained by using the equations (4.4) and (4.7) when taking the time derivative of (5.3). This calculation is particularly simplified by noticing that all the terms involving H I and L I in (4.4) and (4.7) combine by construction into the right-hand side of equation (5.8). Thus, we can initially drop all the H I −terms from the equations (4.4) and (4.7) (as well as the L I −term in (4.4)) and restore the corresponding term in the D−equation at a later stage. Upon applying the Leibniz product rule, this process immediately leads to
Therefore, we have written the hybrid classical-quantum continuity equation as 12) where the classical and quantum component of the hybrid current J are
and we have used the relation
We observe that the usual quantum continuity equation is written by simply integrating (5.11) over the phase-space coordinates and using
whereas the classical density ρ c (z) =´M D(z, x)µ evolves according to
While the geometric origin of the quantum current J Q will be unfolded in the next section, here we emphasize that the quantum current J Q is produced only by the quantum kinetic energy operator −( 2 /2m)∆ x in the hybrid Hamiltonian (4.1), while H I produces essentially classical dynamics as we discussed in Section 5.2. Moreover, we point out that it is not known whether J Q can be divided by D to form a well-defined vector field. This is only possible if D does not change its sign. As long as −( 2 /2m)∆ x is retained in (4.1), the sign of D is certainly preserved in the absence of classical-quantum coupling (that is ∂ 2 q j x k V I = 0), as discussed at the end of Section 5.2. However, it is not known whether this happens also in the general case.
Hamiltonian structure
We have seen that the hybrid Hamiltonian h(Υ) = Υ, L H Υ , for H given as in (4.1), can be written uniquely in terms of (σ, D), see (4.18) . In order to characterize the continuity equation for D, it is useful to express the hybrid equations in a way that makes D appear explicitly as an independent variable. To do this, we shall make use of the fact that Υ → D(Υ) or alternatively, (σ, D) → D(σ, D) as in (5.10) , are momentum maps and we will apply the following lemma. This produces the explicit Poisson bracket governing the combined dynamics of Υ and D. In this section, we prefer to express Υ in terms of the variables (σ, D).
Lemma 5.1 Consider a Poisson manifold (P, { , } P ), and an equivariant momentum map J : P → g * with respect to a left canonical action of the Lie group G on P . Then the map
is a Poisson map with respect to the Poisson bracket { , } P on P and the Poisson bracket
In particular, given a Hamiltonian H : P → R on P , if p(t) is a solution of Hamilton's equations for H on P , then (ν(t), p(t)) = (J(p(t)), p(t)) ∈ g * × P is a solution of Hamilton's equation for h with respect to the Poisson bracket (5.15), where h is a function on g * × P such that h(J(p), p) = H(p), for all p ∈ P .
Then, the bracket (5.18) yields the Lie-Poisson equations We refer to Appendix A for a proof of the second equality. Let us note that if the quantum kinetic energy operator −( 2 /2m)∆ x is absent in H, then the Hamiltonian h(Υ) in (3.8) collectivizes (in the sense of Gullemin and Sternberg [24] ) with respect to the momentum map (5.7), since the previous expression (5.19) reduces to
In this case, the above equations yield the Lie-Poisson D−equation on F (Γ), consistently with the previous result (5.8).
A class of Hamiltonians preserving positivity
In this section we identify an infinite family of hybrid systems for which both the quantum density matrix and the classical Liouville density are positive in time. Indeed, while the quantum density matrix (3.18) is always positive-definite by construction, the sign of the classical Liouville density (3.20) requires further study. In this section, we shall consider hybrid Hamiltonians of the form
where α is a purely quantum observable, i.e. it is an Hermitian operator on H Q . Here, we assume that the dependence of H on α is analytic. As we shall see, any hybrid wave equation (3.1) associated to the type of Hamiltonian (5.21) leads to the positivity of both quantum and classical densities. This statement is proved as follows. Recall the isomorphism (3.3) and introduce the Dirac notation such that
Upon denoting Λ = −i ∇ z , the classical-quantum wave equation (3.1) reads
where L(z, α) = A · X H (z, α) − H(z, α) = n L n (z) α n . Now, consider the spectrum of α, that is α|α = α|α and write
where α| := |α † for all α. The term α|L(z, α)|α ′ can be rewritten according to
and by proceeding analogously one also has α|X H (z, α)|α
At this point, we construct the joint classical-quantum density
for the classical position z in phase-space and the quantum degree of freedom α. Upon following the same arguments as in Section 5.2, one shows that the joint density
, where σ( α) denotes the spectrum of α. Consequently, the hybrid density D(z, α) satisfies the Liouville equation
possessing Klimontovich-type singular solutions analogue to (5.9). Thus, if at the initial time 
Since the classical density in (5.4) can be written as ρ c (t, z) =´D(t, z, x)µ =´ D(t, z, α)dα ≥ 0, then we get the following result:
Proposition 5.2 Assume that the hybrid density operator D(z) is positive at the initial time, then the density ρ c is also positive at initial time and its sign is preserved by the hybrid wave equation (3.1) with Hamiltonian of the type (5.21).
The extension of this result to the case when the quantum observable has degenerate spectrum is straightforward. Moreover, since any commuting operators have a common complete basis, the above statement is naturally extended to hybrid Hamiltonians depending on any set of commuting quantum observables. For example, when M = R n and one considers the position operator x such that [ x i , x j ] = 0, one recovers the results in Section 5.2 for the joint probability density D(z, x) . Analogously, one can with the momentum operator p = −i ∇ x so that [ p i , p j ] = 0 and construct a Hamiltonian of the type
In this case the eigenvectors are |k = (2π ) −n/2 e ik·x/ and Υ(z, k) = k|Υ(z) considered earlier are the quantum Fourier transforms
Another case of possible interest is that of a finite-dimensional quantum Hilbert space H Q , one repeats the same steps and eventually is left with
satisfies the Liouville equation ∂ t D n (z) = {H(z, α n ),D n (z)} and thus the same conclusion as in the continuum case holds for the classical density ρ c = n D n . In the case H Q = C 2 of two-level quantum subsystems, a proof of this result already appeared in [7] .
Conclusions
Despite the absence of classical particle trajectories in classical-quantum dynamics, this paper has addressed the problem of identifying a Hamiltonian flow governing the motion of the classical subsystem within the entire hybrid system. In more generality, hybrid Bohmian trajectories were identified by applying the Madelung-Bohm picture to the classical-quantum wavefunction Υ(q, p, x). In addition, the continuity equation for the classical-quantum density was presented explicitly, along with the hybrid current extending the probability current from standard quantum mechanics.
The results in this paper shed a new light on the 40-year old problem of classical-quantum coupling. On one hand, hybrid Bohmian trajectories may lead to a new understanding of the measurement process without the need of invoking the wavefunction collapse postulate, which is indeed avoided in the pilot-wave interpretation of standard quantum mechanics [5] . Indeed, while several general ideas about phenomenological aspects have emerged over a century of continuing efforts, a mathematical foundation of quantum measurement is still absent. A theory of classical-quantum coupling stands as a prelude to a measurement theory and as such it represents a relevant step forward. On the other hand, hybrid Bohmian trajectories may also be used to design new reduced models nor nonadiabatic molecular dynamics (see [20] for a geometric hydrodynamic treatment thereof), of paramount importance in chemical physics. In this context, the difficulties of a full quantum treatment lead to the necessity of modeling nuclei as classical particles while retaining the full quantum treatment of electron dynamics. Such models are typically formulated by taking semiclassical limits of a full quantum treatment and in most cases this process suffers from not capturing the quantum backreaction beyond meanfield effects. As the quantum backreaction is intrinsically built in the approach formulated in this paper, hybrid Bohmian trajectories may serve as a point of departure for formulating closure models overcoming the issues present in conventional molecular dynamics simulations. We intend to develop this particular direction in the near future.
The present hybrid theory is formulated by starting from the Koopman-van Hove equation for two classical particles and then applying a partial quantization procedure leading to the classical-quantum wavefunction Υ(q, p, x), where (q, p) are classical phase-space coordinates while x is the coordinate on the quantum configuration space. This wavefunction undergoes a unitary evolution generated by a hybrid Liouvillian operator associated to the classicalquantum Hamiltonian. The long-sought equivariance properties of hybrid Liouvillians under both quantum and classical transformations were studied in Section 3.2, which also presented a remarkable relation relating commutators and Poisson brackets. Moreover, Section 3.3 formulated a hybrid density operator extending the quantum density matrix to the classical-quantum setting; while the density matrix of the density matrix of the quantum subsystem is always positive-definite by construction, the hybrid classical-quantum density is generally allowed to be unsigned and this point was developed further in the second part of the paper.
In Section 4, we applied the symplectic geometry of Madelung transform to hybrid wavefunctions and obtained fluid-like Lagrangian paths providing a hybrid classical-quantum extension of the celebrated Bohmian trajectories in quantum mechanics. In the case of classical-quantum coupling, the symplectic form on the classical phase-space is not preserved by the hybrid flow and explicit equations of motion were presented for the Poincaré integral, which is no longer a dynamical invariant. Nevertheless, the classical phase-space components of the hybrid Bohmian trajectories identify a Hamiltonian flow parameterized by the quantum coordinate. This flow is associated to the motion of the classical subsystem and it was indeed shown to preserve the classical symplectic form. In addition, the Hamiltonian and variational structures of the hybrid Madelung equations were also characterized explicitly in terms of reduction by symmetry in Section 4.4.
In the last part of the paper, the joint classical-quantum density is considered in terms of its underlying momentum map structure. A hybrid continuity equation was presented in Section 5.3, thereby identifying hybrid classical-quantum current mimicking the quantum probability current. The hybrid continuity equation and its current were also shown to emerge from a LiePoisson Hamiltonian structure, which sheds more light on the geometry underling the hybrid density evolution. While the latter does not generally preserve the sign of the distribution, the paper concludes by characterizing an infinite family of hybrid systems preserving the sign of the classical probability density.
A Geometric interpretation of the hybrid current
Here, we prove the second equality in (5.20) . Using the expression of ι * in (5.10), we get Since D δh/δσ x = m −1 R 2 d x S, the first term is m −1 div x R 2 d x S). The second term is
Then, we apply div z J to the z-component of £ δh δσ σ, with δh/δσ z = 0. We find
Finally, we compute div z J D∇ z δh δD = D, δh δD .
The result follows by noting that
and using the expression (5.14) for J Q .
B Equivariance of the hybrid Liouvillian
In this Appendix, we present a proof the equivariance property (3.12) of the hybrid Liouvillian under strict contact transformations. Upon using the notation ϕ(z) defined on the right-hand side of (2.8), we write In the third equality we used η * A + dϕ = A and we emphasize that the symplectic potential A should not be confused with the hybrid observable A ∈ F (T * Q, Her(H Q )).
